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CHINESE OPERA WORKSHOP

Chinese opera is a Traditional Chinese drama played
with instrumental music, lyrics, dialogues, and gestures
that last long for approximately more than 1,500 years
ago.

There are more than 300 types of Chinese opera,
the international Chinese opera is the Peking
opera. Players must dress and paint their faces in
accordance with the story and the character traits.

CHINESE OPERA IN THAILAND
Appeared in 1687
(Simon de la Loubère)

The Chinese immigrated to Thailand

Its popularity gradually
declined & disappeared

Flourished during
the reign of King Rama 5

Unfortunately, thus beautiful cultural play is counting down
to be winded up due to many factors.

WHY IT STARTED TO DISAPPEAR?
●
●
●

A new form of entertainment media
The number of viewers decreased due to
the incomprehensibility of the language.
High wages

SOLUTION
●
●

Make it contemporary
Make it easy to accessible

“ SO I DECIDED TO DESIGN A WORKSHOP ”

ACTIVITIES IN THE WORKSHOP
I made Chinese operas into a workshop that made Chinese operas accessible to modern
people as well as to show the beauty of Chinese operas in a contemporary way.
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FIRST PROCESS :
TAKE A QUESTIONNAIRE AT THE REGISTRATION POINT

Questionnaire that
will focus on
personality and
habits. At the end
of the survey, the
answers will be
analyzed to obtain
mask patterns and
colors that indicate
the personality of
the respondents.

The pattern and each color of the mask
indicates a different personality, like the
Chinese opera makeup that uses
different colors in the cosmetics to
represent that character.
Example:
Red

= Dauntless, valiant

Black = Hypocrisy
White = Immorality
Yellow = Cruelty
Grey

= Greed

SECOND PROCESS :
Get mask, paint supplies and brochure

Cloud pattern
It is a pattern that is
popularly used
because it represents
happiness and good
luck.

Chinese
decorative design

Chinese lantern

Patterns resulting from
modified cloud patterns

Vitality, social status and
fortune

THIRD PROCESS :
Find a seat and paint the mask.
While coloring the mask
or waiting for the mask
to dry, you can watch
an opera performance.

WORKSHOP AREA
(Space to sit and do workshop)

1.Trucks, a place for the workshop
Cars that carry goods for making the workshop and
can also serve as a stage for Chinese opera
performances.

The purpose is to make this workshop accessible to
many places. This design was inspired by Chinese
operas in Thailand that do not have a fixed location,
but rather to move to the places where they are
performed. Therefore, it is made into a car which
easy to move.

2.Questionnaire and mask
pickup point
Foldable design for convenience in transportation

3.Space for doing a workshop

The main roof Inspired by, Chinese
theatrical fan, is created to be
foldable as the inspiration form.

There is a sun visor that can be pulled
down to prevent sunlight.
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STRESS RELIEF AREA

Stress is a feeling of mental or physical tension. It comes from any event or thought that makes you feel
frustrated, angry, nervous. It has both positive and negative effects on the body and mentality.

Type of stress
●

Acute - Positive stress

●

Episodic - continuous stress

●

Chronic - Affects health and mind

Causes
●
●
●
●

Self : health and personality
Society : conflict
Work
Environment

Effect

Insomnia

Stomach
cramps

Increased
heart rate

Aches & pains
in the joint and
muscles

Sexual
problems

Weight gain

Makes me think this issue should be addressed or alleviated and including in Thailand there are rarely public
areas for relaxation. It gave me the idea of a public space project that can relieve stress.

The selected area to be used as a project

Target audience
Working age
(people who are stressed
from work)

Location: Behind MRT Sukhumvit
This area is suitable to choose to do a
project because there are many
companies that have a lot of people
working.

Surrounding

THE DESIGN
I have tried designing many buildings to make
this project, but it can't fit in the space because
the area is small and it doesn't fit with the
surrounding environment.

The last form chose to do was designed to
take up less space and have a size that fits
the space.

By placing this building in the selected area,
people who are stressed from work can use
this area.
In addition to the selected area next to the
MRT where most of the workers come to
work and return home by train.
This eliminates the need for additional travel
time and is convenient to come to this area.

FIRST FLOOR
When working people get to
work or go home, it's easier to
stop by buying a drink.

1.
2.
3.

zone for selling drinks
Selling point of essential oils
Essential oil distillation area

SECOND FLOOR
●
●

Relaxation and healing area
Sit and have a drink bought
from the first floor.

It is a place for therapy and relaxation from stress
by using sensory matters to help. When entering
this place, one can sit, relax, and be cured by light
and smell.

1.

Sense of sight
I chose to use Chromotherapy to help.
Chromotherapy is the use of the visible
spectrum, or color light, to heal the
physical, mental, and spiritual energy
imbalance that tends to lead to disease.

Moreover, looking at nature can help relieve stress.

Inside the room, there will be lights that are
installed in which will turn on the dark blue,
blue, and green light alternately.

Reduce stress
+ nervous tension

2. Sense of smell

Calm breathing and
heart rate +
Lower blood
pressure

I chose to use a method similar to aromatherapy or
the use of scents. Each plant in this room has a
different smell and properties which is
about
alleviating stress.

Vanilla

Ylang-ylang Chamomile

Lavender

Rosemary

Rose

Fights depression
+Acts as a relaxant

OTHER BENEFITS OF PLANTS
After doing this project, I wanted to make other benefits from the plants on
the second floor of the stress relief area.

GIVE / SELL
TO THE HOTELS
Due to the fact that around the selected project area,
there are many hotels located around 10 places and
usually hotels need fresh flowers to welcome guests or
set up rooms, so they can come and get it at this
stress-reducing area.
Hotel = Red point
Stress relief area = Green point

EXTRACTED INTO
ESSENTIAL OILS
To extract essential oils, there is a natural extractor on
the 1st floor. This allows visitors to extract the scents
they like and buy them back, making it another relaxing
activity.

Plant Material

Cold water

Steam
Boiling water

(Project03)

Heat

When walking into the first floor, you will find an
essential oil extraction point.

Essential oil
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ESCAPE

This project is a continuation of project02, which
is essential oils that help relieve stress.
It starts with the idea that plants grown in the
stress-relieving area can benefit and make the
most of the plants. Also, visitors could pick up
their favorite scents.

The exit door from stress

It's an analogy like we've
escaped or taken a break
from stress.

Hands are like offering a solution.

Scents
Vanilla
I opted for the roller cap because
it is convenient and not messy.

Ylang-ylang

Chamomile

Lavender

Rose

Rosemary

I use the cylindrical shape
because of its relaxed feel
and portability.

HOW
TO
USE

Apply to the skin
and massage

Apply on clothes

Breathe directly
from the bottle
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PORTABLE WATER PURIFIER

A KING OF THE SEA - Whale shark
This project started out as my interest in whale
sharks led me to study the basics about them.
After that, I came across the eating behavior of
whale sharks which is very interesting and
different from other animals.

The largest extant fish species
21-26 Degrees Celsius

Its eating behavior is absorbing water along with
food and filtering it leaving only the food. Its
filtration aids have different layers of gills with
different functions. Besides being able to filter
food for itself, whale shark also keeps the water
clear and facilitate the coral's photosynthesis.

Tropical and warm ocean

Whale shark day

Million Km/life
Mature age at

A unique pattern of
spot, like human
fingerprint.

Endangered
Decrease approximately 63%
Wild animal reservation
& protection act, B.E. 2562

Eating behavior
Water surface

Small fish, Plankton,
Krill

Opens it mouth,
swim forward.

Pushing water with food
in to the mouth.

Filter the food out of the
water.

Whale shark
ANATOMY

Gill rakers
Filter pad

Basihyal

Vestigial teeth

Gill slits
Gill filaments

Gill filaments

Gill filaments

Gill arch

Gill rakers

Gill rakers

Filter pad

TEST IDEA

After studying each gill layer of the whale shark, it was
revealed that there are 4 layers of gills that act as filtering
agents: filter pad, gill rakers, gill arch, and gill filaments. Then I
chose a material that resembles each layer of gills.
Gill filaments

In addition, I have chosen the
handheld siphon pump so that it
behaves similarly to a whale shark,
which is sucking in and filtering out
water, as well as allowing the water
to pass through each filter. In this
experiment, I have used different
water characteristics, which the result
of this simulated water filter can filter
large objects, fine objects, and oil. The
limitation is that saltwater cannot be
filtered.

Towel

Gill arch

Loofah

Gill rakers

Chenille duster

Filter pad

Sponge

Water filtration test results

Large objects

Oil

Fine objects

Salt water

Can be removed to
replace the filter.

Power button
Water filter

Shaped like a
whale shark’s mouth

This machine is inspired by
the shape of a whale shark.

Pipe for
connecting to the
machine

It is a portable water filter but has the limitation that cannot
be used to filter saltwater. Inside, there are individual layers of
filters that resemble whale shark gills and are replaceable.
The function of the machine is to pull dirty water in and filter it
to get clean water.

HOW TO USE

Press the
power button

Put the machine
in the water

Take the end of the tube
and put it in the water
container.
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LAST CHRISTMAS

Every year, Materdei School organizes an activity for students to create a Christmas board in each room with
their own theme. In 2020, Room No. 5/4 agreed to do in a The Greatest Showman theme because of the
concept of the film, "Love will conquer all" which is the same concept as Christianity.

DESIGN
This work was designed by Tanrak Tantayopin and made by students in 5/4.

1. Saint Joseph, Virgin Mary, and Jesus
Jesus
Virgin Mary

The design was inspired by the soundtrack of the
film, Rewrite The Star - Zac Efron & Zendaya.
The content of this song reflects that we can
choose our own lives and go out of the box. This
made the design of the three main characters in
acrobatic poses to make them different from
previous years.

2.Three Kings

Saint Joseph

3.Shepherd

This section was inspired by a movie with a museum
setting and we wanted to make a museum that reminds
us of the day Jesus was born.

TECHNIQUES

used to make this board

1.Divide the work into layers to make it look more dimensional and interesting.

There are eight layers on this board,
each layer using cardboard.

2.Use the leftover material

foil in a snack bag

Make a paper
mache from
newspaper that is
no longer

3.Using a material other than paper makes it look versatile.
Curtain fabric

Use foil to make the stars
the most prominent
feature on the board.

Sew the fabric and put the
kapok in it.

Making a Christmas board in 2020 is such a great memory and a proud one
for me, it made me want to make a model of this board to keep as a memory.

P R O C E S S

